k-Information gain scaled nearest neighbors: a novel approach to classifying protein-protein interaction-related documents.
Although publicly accessible databases containing protein-protein interaction (PPI)-related information are important resources to bench and in silico research scientists alike, the amount of time and effort required to keep them up to date is often burdonsome. In an effort to help identify relevant PPI publications, text-mining tools, from the machine learning discipline, can be applied to help in this process. Here, we describe and evaluate two document classification algorithms that we submitted to the BioCreative II.5 PPI Classification Challenge Task. This task asked participants to design classifiers for identifying documents containing PPI-related information in the primary literature, and evaluated them against one another. One of our systems was the overall best-performing system submitted to the challenge task. It utilizes a novel approach to k-nearest neighbor classification, which we describe here, and compare its performance to those of two support vector machine-based classification systems, one of which was also evaluated in the challenge task.